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- Project Facts
  - Architect: architecture+
  - General Contractor: LeChase
  - Cost: $13 million
  - Work began in early 2015 and was completed in summer 2016
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- The scope of work included a comprehensive renovation of the basement, first and second floors of the Student Wing and Connecting Link
- Curtain wall replacement and sunshade installation
- Replacement of mechanical, electrical, fire protection and elevator
- Reconfiguration of space for optimum classroom use
- Asbestos abatement
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All the windows were replaced with energy efficient windows
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The old Admissions and Financial Aid area was partitioned into many spaces

That space was used to create more classrooms
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The classrooms vary in size and have a number of seating configurations including tiered seating which can be seen in the photo on the right.
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First floor corridor before  

First floor corridor after
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A typical corridor before with no place for students to spend time between classes

Benches with outlets for charging devices are now available
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Connecting Link exterior before

Connecting Link exterior after
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Connecting Link from Lecture Hall to Student Wing before

Connecting Link from Lecture Hall to Student Wing after
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Learning studios and classrooms are now located in the Connecting Link in space previously occupied by the registrar and student accounts.
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A lounge is also now located in the Connecting Link
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Geography area on the second floor - before

Second floor classroom - after
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Corridor on the second floor - before

Corridor on the second floor - after
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Basement film editing area - before

Basement film editing area - after
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Restrooms before

Restrooms after
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Wing adjacent to the Academic Complex before

Wing adjacent to the Academic Complex after
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Loading dock area before

Loading dock area after
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Students using lounge and seating areas between classes